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Executive Summary 
The overall goal of this project was to increase productivity and bring a better work organization 
into the Precision Lab at Siemens Atlanta. There were no clear guidelines employees could 
follow in order to produce the best turnover rate of tools. Employees would repair tools and kits 
when tools are ready to be shipped out, rather than having a set standard for when to repair all 
tools. We were assigned to come up with a system that employees can use to make the process of 
turning over tools and kits within less time and satisfy the maximum demand.  
To start our project, we gained valuable knowledge from Siemens Atlanta employees about the 
overall process inside the Precision Lab, as well as everything around this plant in general. We 
each spent numerous hours with the employees in the Precision Lab to assess the wastes at all 
levels. One tool we used that was very beneficial to helping us find potential solutions was the 
Seven Wastes of Lean Manufacturing. Each type of waste was analyzed, leading us to find out 
that Inventory and Processing was the most impactful wastes. Our solutions were formed around 
fixing these main problems. We also used a tool usage report provided by Siemens to list the 
most ordered and financially impactful kits, then decided that the highly utilized tools should be 
the most accessible, so we started brainstorming ideas to give employees the easiest way to get to 
these specific tools when needed. Wanting to improve how employees access tools when needed, 
along with increasing overall productivity, three potential solutions were thought of:  
▪ Solution One: Hire a fourth employee to work in the Precision Lab. As of now, there are 
currently three employees that work in the Precision Lab. Two employees work on kits, 
while the other employee does all the computer/paperwork. Hiring another employee to 
do either the computer/paperwork would leave an extra hand to work on tools and kits.  
▪ Solution Two: Implementing a Productivity Scorecard. This idea would create a 
competitive work pattern and provide each employee with goals to meet in order to keep 
productivity high and everything on pace. Since goals will be made to meet productivity, 
if they are not reached, productivity will not be high as anticipated, and it will be known 
exactly where the problem is coming from (employee accountability).  
▪ Solution Three: Implementing a Binder System which is implemented in Houston, this 
binder would have every kit along with a breakdown on what goes inside that kit. Then, 
the tools will be inspected as they come in without having them back into kits. They will 
be staged on shelves, ready to be pick up and assigned to any kit when needed. This 
would reduce order processing time and the hassle of having to search back and forth for 
each tool. Along with this solution, a new layout of the Precision Lab will have to be 
added, with extra space to store tools when they are ready to be shipped out to make this 
solution fully functional.  
Based off our Weighted Criteria Matrix, it was determined that Solution Three would be the 
best solution. This solution would bring the best productivity boost to the Precision Lab and 
each employee would benefit from this solution the most, maximizing their work potential.  
To implement the proposed solution, Siemens will need to install new shelves in an extended 
area (Could be part of the torque lab) and a binder, filled with a list of all the kits and 
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corresponding tools that come and go from the Precision Lab. Next to each tool, will be the 
designated area inside the Precision Lab where it will go while it is waiting to be placed 
inside of a kit. Employees will reference this binder whenever they are done working on 
tools, so they will know where to put them on the shelves. They will also be able to know 
where to look for certain tools when they are ready to be pulled from shelves. Also, the 
facility layout needs to be adjusted for more space and shelves to fully implement this 
solution. There will be no required manpower for this, and the proposed binder system can be 
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Chapter 1: Project Background 
a. Introduction 
For our project, ProReady has chosen the manufacturer Siemens. Siemens is a German company 
that specializes in manufacturing for automation, electrification, and digitization. Siemens is a 
powerhouse literally, supplying all systems and equipment to generate power. With being such a 
large company, there are many customers and grounds to cover for their region. 
Siemens has implanted a strong business supporting and providing tools and systems to Power 
Generation companies like Nuclea. Power Generation makes up most of the Siemens business, 
which is the main support of our choice to analyze the process behind it. 
This project had the sole purpose of providing solutions for an optimal shipping and receiving 
process in the Atlanta Branch, located in Suwanee. While its parent site in Houston has a process 
that is well structured and efficient, in the Atlanta plant some constraints are noticed.  
In order to increase the overall turn of the tools and kits in the Siemens Energy Facility, we 
mainly focus on creating an efficient system of tools management that can be incorporated 
within the Precision Lab. The Precision Lab is a center for assessment, 
inspection, refurbishment, calibration, storage, and management of the test tools and 
equipment rented by Siemens to major power generation plants. Compared to the Deer Park 
facility in Houston, received inventory in the Atlanta branch tends to accumulate due to 
long turnaround time. during peak seasons, which are in February through May and September 
through December the site gets behind in the shipping and receiving of its tools. Our goal was 
to identify and analyze the bottlenecks behind the backlog and propose solutions to speed up 
the inspection flow, reduce late assessment of tools and optimize inventory management.  
ProReady, is a team of Senior Engineering students motivated in analyzing the current shipping 
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b. Overview 
Among many others important ones, the A-set and B-set are the two most ordered kits for safe 
and efficient work on powerplants. Siemens has the responsibility of assessing, inspecting, and 
supplying those tools to the customers’ sites. When the tools are returned in the Atlanta facility, 
the receiving department unload the trucks and attributes each tool to the corresponding shop or 
lab in charge of inspection and repair. The Precision Lab is part of the ten inspection sites and 
mainly works on calibration and maintenance of test equipment. The current inspection methods 
and inventory handling system in the Precision lab have created a backlog in the S&R process, 
leading to insufficient storage space.  
Shipping and receiving tools and kits is the heart of Siemens’ business as it involves 
considerable losses if it is not performed efficiently and in a reasonable time frame (90-day List 
and inventory cost). Our group was engaged in streamlining the Precision Lab’s process using 
Lean Six Sigma process improvement method of 7 wastes, simulation on Arena to test out our 
recommendations and financial analysis with feasibility study to back up our best solution for the 
issues.  
 
c. Objective  
The main objective of this project was to create a new system for tool management that can be 
incorporated in the Precision Lab. Our proposed solutions are backed up with analysis to 
demonstrate how they would speed up the shipping and receiving process to help get tool kits 
inspected faster to meet Siemens standards. As an impact in a part of a complex process can 
change the system as a whole, Our plan was to design a new system in the Precision Lab to limit 
the time tool kits go unused, speed up order processing, and limit costs associated to late 
assessment of received tools.  
 
d. Justification 
During our first facility tour at Siemens Atlanta, it was easy to notice the buildup of inventory in 
the Precision Lab. Most of those tools, piled up on racks or on the floor are either waiting for 
inspection with no specific due date or tagged as ready to use but will not be needed for a long 
period of time. As the tools queue is growing with time, Siemens is losing or not benefiting from 
the investment made on them. We believe that a better inspection process along with a good 
inventory management could considerably increase the profit. Also, a well-organized working 
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e. Project Background  
The project involves working with the shipping and receiving aspect of the facility. A-set and B-
set kits are yellow tagged upon receiving and tools inside them are taken out to almost all the 
shops or labs for inspection and refurbishment while the kit containers are placed opened in the 
inventory storage areas in the warehouse racks. Received inventory in the system tend to 
accumulate quickly due to long turnaround time. Some of A-sets may take up to 14 days to turn 
for various reasons. Only 6 A-sets can be opened for inspection at a time (The A-sets consists of 
2 large freight containers of 20ft each and the B-sets are large boxes of tools about six feet wide 
and in height). For that reason, there are several containers in the yard from backlogging work. 
The lack of storage due to piled up tools is also a problem in the Precision Lab.  
The lab has three staff in charge of inspecting the tools, sending them out for calibration and 
certification, matching some tools by serial numbers to specific kits where they belong, and 
shipping them out to customers. Whereas the Houston plant is using a supermarket shelving 
model with universal racks, here in Atlanta the Precision Lab uses a barcode system for some of 
the kits. Meaning that they must wait sometimes for one specific tool to pass the inspection 
before sending the kit (In Houston they would just pull another ready-to-use tool to complete the 
kit).  Our job is to come up with a solution that reduce the turn of tool sets. Moreover, the lab is 
smaller than the one in Houston, making it our goal to save some space as we are monitoring the 
inventory.     
 
f. Problem Statement 
The issues in the current process of the Precision Lab in Siemens Atlanta are ranked in two 
interacting types that are Inventory issues and Storage issues. 
The current shelf stocking process which does not follow a specific guideline does not allow the 
implementation of inventory management methods like First In First Out (FIFO). Sometimes the 
last received may be inspected upon management request based on priority. Upon their arrival in 
the Lab, Tools are placed on racks based on available storage bin or just kept on the racks in the 
middle of the Lab. Helping the tools to turn by first come, first serve method based on each set 
can help make the company more efficient by lessening the holding time and making the damage 
window smaller. 
Also, inventory surplus or shortage is another issue in the Precision Lab. Some tools may stay on 
the shelf for periods longer than a year. Not only those tools obstruct the space, but they cost 
losses such as inventory cost and calibration expenses (Tools calibration runs out within 12 
months and need to be reinspect). On the other side, inventory shortage causes delays on orders 
and due to limited forecasting, the current inventory plan is to order tools only when they are out 
of stock.  
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One more issue in the Precision Lab proceeding is about the serial number matching of certain 
tools to specific kits. This problem is mainly encountered with toolboxes like the 196 Dial 
Indicator and the 441 Dial Indicator. Those small boxes are part of both A-set and B-set (6 to 15 
boxes in each kit set). Those indicators are in high demand and are not turned fast enough due to 
the serial number matching process.  
Creating a better system to improve the shipping and receiving process will eliminate build-up 
from extra toolkits not being utilized. Less inventory build-up means smoother operations and 
can lead to better utilization of space. A faster, more efficient inspection time would also lead to 
a better shipping and receiving process. Faster inspection time means toolkits get assembled 
faster and can be shipped out to customers on time, if not early. Everything that goes on at 
Siemens, starts with the shipping and receiving process. So, the better this process, the better 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
In Spring 2019, a KSU project was performed on reducing costs associated with the 90-Day List 
at Siemens. It is a similar project to ours as it also focuses on part of the shipping and receiving 
process. In their project, they retrieved six months of data from 2018 on the kits listed of the 90-
day window for inspection. with 21.9% to 68% late assessment, they estimated the costs for 6 
months of refurbishment at $296,086.87. Those numbers were deducted from a Six Sigma 
process improvement model essentially framed under the DMAIC improvement process. 
Starting off their DMAIC improvement process, their first step taken was their Design Phase. In 
this phase, they were granted a previous 90-Day List that contained all the data they needed, 
which is a list that each tool set is added to when it is returned to the depot. For our project 
specifically, we received a list of all the tools in the system and when they enter the system, to 
the time they are shipped out again. Both lists play a critical part in the development of our 
solutions. A Process Flow Chart was also used to describe the everyday process of how tools 
were maintaining their successful status of beating the 90-Day window. After the Design Phase, 
comes the Measure Phase. Here, the group looked deeper into the process, trying to figure out 
more about what could be the cause of the main problem. The next phase was the Analyze Phase. 
In this phase, both groups watched the process to see where potential issues occurred. In our 
group, Siemens employees were basically shadowed for a few hours throughout the day to get a 
better understanding of how each person’s job is performed, while looking for waste along the 
way. Next, comes the Improve Phase. In this phase, after all the data was collected, more 
brainstorming for a potential solution took place since much more data was obtained, eventually 
leading to a final solution. The last phase in the DMAIC improvement process that the group 
went by was the Control Phase. In this phase, after a solution is implemented, it is continuously 
enhanced by Six Sigma and Lean Principles to try to produce the best results. Unfortunately, 
their ideas were not implemented. 
The team proposed three solutions to help reduce those expenses on tools backlog and late 
assessment.  After economic analysis, their best alternative provided was to hire a kit assessor in 
the receiving department and cross train the new staff in other areas of the facility. They also 
suggest otherwise an increase in staff members in the precision lab to cut off turnaround time or 
the creation of a holding area for received kits on the 90-day list to help visualize how the 
process is evolving.  
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Chapter 3: Project Approach 
a. Problem Solving Approach 
With the problem stated, ProReady has collected data through TCTP Atlanta 2016 & 2017 Kit 
usage report and narrowed the data down to orders processed entirely or partially by the 
Precision Lab. We have the quantity of orders, tools ordered, and cost of the equipment for the 
precision labs. We used Six Sigma 7 wastes to analyze the data and simulate both the current 
process and a recommended solution on Arena to find on average how the process could be 
reduced to a simple time saving flow. ProReady also collected data from the different shops 
around the facility to account the fact that some tools need to get assessed through those specific 
shops before reaching the Precision Lab. Organizing the system and implanting a supermarket 
model can be looked at as 5S opportunities as we approached this project as a path to set to 
order, shine, standardize, sort, and to sustain. 
 
Design Concepts: 
We used mostly Arena and Visio to demonstrate the current process and its outcome for both 
Houston and Atlanta plant. Mean time to failure (MMTR) was used on the most popular tools in 
the precision lab that tend to delay the work progress. Visio was used for process mapping to 
emphasize the bottlenecks. Arena allowed us to provide a simulation after all data were collected 
to compare the current process with similar one in Houston and deduct some recommendations.  
 
b. Requirements 
We had to consider the current safety rules already established, and make sure that those rules 
are maintained for the future. We developed ideas on how to achieve Houston’s facility process 
while keeping in consideration the difference in size. At implementation, some of our solutions 
may require more safety precautions to be taken. Another key requirement was to minimize the 
costs implied by the solutions and prove that the investments will be worth. 
The team assigned itself some objectives upon completion of the project and the minimum 
success criteria will help increase the overall turn of the tools and kits within the whole facility. 
Our goal is to propose a new system specifically for the Precision Lab with the following as the 
minimum objectives: 
• Solution reduces late assessment by at least 20% 
• Solution increases storage space by at least 10% in the Precision Lab.  
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c. Gantt Chart 
The Gantt chart below in figure 2 represents the current status of the project. Tasks are mostly on 
track and at completion. 
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d. Flow Charts 
When the tools are returned in the Atlanta facility, the receiving department unload the trucks 
and attributes each tool to the corresponding shop or lab in charge of inspection and repair. A-set 
and B-set tools follow the process described in figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Siemens Atlanta plant’s Shipping and receiving Process Chart 
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e. Project Management 
Work Breakdown Structure: 
 
Figure 3:  Project Tasks Breakdown Structure 
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f.  Overall Schedule:   
For a 3-month period, we had weekly visits of the Precision Lab at Siemens’ site in Suwanee, 
GA to be familiar with the company and the process involved in the S&R project. After data 
collection, in addition to class time meetings, the team met once to twice weekly for analysis and 
ideas development. We first divided the project in 8 big parts that we have scheduled in an 
interactive Gantt chart to record and keep up with the process completion. Below is the tasks list 
along with the start and end date for each.  
 
Figure 2: Project Schedule breakdown with tasks and planned period of completion 
 
g. Budget:   
In the Siemens’ University Capstone and Development Plan, it is mentioned that all University 
project may benefit from a maximum funding of $2,000. 
As we stepped in this optimization project, our goal was to develop the safest, least expensive 
and most efficient solution. The process improvement will incur some initial costs to the 
company but will somewhat generate a return in the long run while easing the process. An 
economic analysis was performed to make sure that the optimal solution cost-wise is 
recommended. 
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h. Material, Methods and Tools:  
Excel and Minitab were used to keep up with any data we collect and will assist with displaying 
graphs and computing the data. Arena was used to simulate and test the process and find the 
problems and recommendations. And it is also a validation tool of the solution we present to 
Siemens. We had access to some pictures, data, and the facility for resources, and had Siemens 
management team for advice. All the resources contributed to having a feasible and practical 
solution.   
 
i.  Resources Available 
• Siemens Atlanta Staff 
• Siemens Houston Staff 
• TCTP (Tool control and tracking system): Atlanta 2016 & 2017 Kit usage report. 
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Chapter 4: Comparative analysis – Houston facility 
a. Process differences 
Siemens Energy Deer Park facility located in Texas is a specialize branch of the company that 
focus on gas turbine fields services. Like the A-Set and B-Set in Atlanta, Houston has its main 
tools classified as V-major and W-major. Even though they supply different sets of tools for 
different fields, the Houston and Atlanta facilities have many similarities in their shipping and 
receiving process. Some differences, although few, have major impacts on the inspection time, 
order processing and finances.  
A list of differences between the process in the precision lab in Houston compared to the one in 
Atlanta has been studied and the following are the most important based on how they affect the 
business outcome: 
o The Atlanta facility process more orders and tools in the precision lab with less than a 
third of the space available in the Houston lab. 
o The Houston lab has 6 staff assigned between the 3 rooms for assessment, inspection and 
storage. 
o In Houston, they inspect the tools as they are received in, and assure a safe stock of ready 
to stage tools as shown on figure 5. As orders are received, any staff may constitute the 
kits based on the reference binder and stage them for shipment. In Atlanta the inspection 
process goes kit after kit, making inventory tracking harder and that may delay a 
shipment due to uninspected tools within a kit.   
o Houston has a strong facility layout and organizational plan. Tools are tagged on the 
shelves as “Need to be checked”, “Missing parts”, “To be sent for calibration” or have 
SKU numbers under them when they are ready to ship.  
o Siemens uses external services for tools calibration and in Houston, tools are monitored 
every 3 days for multi-gas and weekly for the rest to keep updated calibration on them 
while in Atlanta, tools may stay on the shelve until they turn out of calibration. Also, 
calibrated tools in Houston are assigned to customers on a first in, first out basis for 
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Figure 3: Houston facility tools ready for kits upon order 
b. Process Simulation  
With data collected from the 2017 tools usage report, we simulated both process on Arena for 7 
days, and the results were significant. We first modeled the kits order dates and shipping dates 
into Input Analyzer to find the data distribution through histograms and used the mean values 
and standard deviations to simulate one week of the busy season at both Siemens Houston and 
Atlanta. All values are in number of days.  
 
 
Figure 4: Orders reception frequency and distribution summary at Siemens Atlanta in 2017 
   
 





Figure 5: Orders Shipping frequency and distribution summary at Siemens Atlanta in 2017 
From the data distributions collected from Input Analyzer, we had an exponential rate of orders 
entering in both Atlanta and Houston system and a Beta distribution for the orders shipment. 
With the mean values, standard deviations, Beta and Alpha values, we simulated the process for 
seven days on Arena and the results in our category overview report confirmed many facts that 
we will discuss later in this document.   
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Figure 6: Arena process simulation of performed activities by the precision lab in Atlanta (Top) and Houston 
(Bottom) 
c. Category Overview Report and Analysis 
The top process in figure 9 represents the steps in Atlanta’s precision lab when an order is 
received. In fact, both sites receive their orders through the same system where the specified due 
date is mentioned along with a description of the order. The main difference after an order is 
received is that in Atlanta the rate of green tagged kits is low (approximatively 33%) while in 
Houston 95% of the time tools are ready to be pulled for shipping. Thus, as we can read it from 
the report in figure 10 bellow, in Houston the queue for inspection is less than a day while in 
Atlanta it is on average 2.9 days. At the end of the seven days simulation, we also had more than 
20 kits backlogged for inspection in Atlanta while in Houston none was awaiting. An 
investigation and an interview with the precision lab staff revealed the following reasons behind 
the backlog: 
• Most tools belong to kits and go through several departments/shops for repair  
• High fluctuation demand with a limited Forecast allowed  
• Limited sets can be worked at a time (Not enough space, staff and technician tools)  
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• Tools not checked in (Kits on yard)  
• Backorders from supplier or delays due to external vendor calibration   
The numbers in the queuing report from a week simulated show how important it is to implement 
a method that speed up inspection in Atlanta.  
 
Figure 7: Queue report from Category Report Overview of process simulation – Atlanta vs Houston 
 
As mentioned before, the usage report confirms our hypothesis that labor disparity may be an 
important factor in the outcome of the operations in the precision lab. The first section of figure 
11 shows that each of the four-labor force impacting directly the process in Houston is busy 
38.96% of the time for a complete work. In Atlanta, the current system assigns two staff working 
simultaneously with the same repair tool for inspection. Both employees, even at a maximum 
performance rate of 98.10% cannot complete the work in timely manner. This part of the report 
backs up the need to assign new or existing employees to the inspection process. 
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Figure 8: Usage report from Category Report Overview of process simulation – Atlanta vs Houston 
 
The first and the most significant value of our simulation is the number of orders processed 
within the week. The report in figure 12 is the representation of the overall failure of the shipping 
process in Atlanta. Number In values is the estimated number of kits received within a week, and 
number Out is the number of those kits that exited the system by the end of the seven days. For 
51 kits ordered in Houston, 42 were shipped out within the next 7 days (82.3%) while for 75 kits 
ordered in Atlanta, only 26 were shipped out in the same time frame (34.7%). 
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Chapter 5: 7 Wastes at Siemens  
As discovered by Shigeo Shingo, an industrial engineer whom played a detrimental role in 
helping Toyota, a list of seven common wastes were created, they include: waste of 
overproduction, waiting, transportation, processing, sticks, motion, and making defective 
products (Foster, 2013). While Siemens does not have all seven wastes, six unquestionably exist. 
 
Defects:  
Unfortunately, there are a lot of tools that come back from the field that cannot be repaired and 
shipped back out. Employees carefully sort through these damaged tools and see if any of them 
can still be reused for some other purpose. If not, the tools are disposed. Usually, parts from the 
damaged tools can be pulled off and added to other tools to prevent other tools from becoming 
waste. If those tools cannot be repaired with the parts from the defected tools, then they become 




Kits that need tools repaired are not located near workstations. The employee must walk from the 
Precision Lab, then through another lab to get to the kits, due to lack of space to keep storage. 
This process of retrieving a kit takes approximately three minutes. Another waste of 
transportation/motion is the sharing of tools between employees. There are two employees in the 
Precision Lab that work on repairing tools inside of these kits. There are two employees in the 
Precision Lab that work on repairing tools inside of these kits. Both employees share tools, so 
they must walk back and forth from different workstations to retrieve certain tools they need, 
instead of having all the tools they need at each workstation. 
 
Waiting: 
Waiting at Siemens for precision lab tools specifically, can vary from three days to 
approximately two months (on the higher end). Siemens uses a company called Turner to assist 
them in a return merchandise authorization (RMA). Turner repairs any broken tools but must 
first order the part for the repair. The precision lab has a month lead time to many of the tools 
coming from Turner, so it is imperative to order ahead. 
Inventory: 
Siemens precision lab has inventory on shelves that are pre-inspected and calibrated, ready to be 
shipped. However, the tools do not appear to be the tools that come back frequently damaged or 
even go out frequent. Having a safety stock for more pertinent tools would be more ideal and is a 
map that we are working on. Inventory comes back frequently in April and December due to the 
peak oscillation season ending and all need to be recalibrated which often puts Siemens behind 
on checking in inventory. Throughout the regular season there are also large amounts of A-sets 
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with precision lab tools that are waiting to be docked and separated to each department. The 
collection of the A-sets in the yard makes the tools unavailable to be shipped to other customers. 
Processing: 
As mentioned before, precision lab tools in the A-sets are sitting on the yard waiting to be 
processed. The A-set comes into two 28’ containers and there are only seven stations for the A-
kits (14 slots). The processing time is around three months to be in ideal standard but those are 
tools that cannot be processed for three months. Another processing phase is in the precision lab, 
there are two sets of calibration tools, however they are only permitted to use one at a time, 
slowing down productivity. There are some opportunities in processing to overcome. 
Conclusion: 
Out of the Seven Wastes of Lean Manufacturing, overproduction is not a factor. However, the 
other six wastes have significant impacts on the overall productivity of the process. The first 
waste was defects. Some tools coming back from the field cannot be repaired, or their parts 
cannot be used on other tools. Instead of these tools being disposed, they are placed on shelves 
taking up storage space for other tools. The second waste was transportation/motion. There is a 
lot of unnecessary transportation and motion between the two employees that work on the tools 
and kits. Kits are not stored close enough for employees to access them, as well as tools needed 
to make repairs. Next on the list was waiting. Sometimes Siemens must wait to receive 
previously broken tools from another company also located on site, called Turner. The waiting 
time can last anywhere from three days to two months, which can cause major damage to overall 
productivity. Waste of inventory was the next waste. Shelves inside the lab are currently not 
being utilized properly because some tools that are on the shelves shouldn’t be there, due to them 
being damaged or other problems, and they are taking up space for tools that are supposed to be 
there. Also, there is no designated stock for more pertinent tools that employees can easily pull 
from when needed. The last waste we found associated with the lab was processing. When kits 
come back from the field, they must wait to be processed in, due to lack of stations. Another 
thing that slows productivity involved with processing was the lack of tools the employees can 
use, limiting them to only a small number of tools and kits they can work on at one time. 
Unfortunately, six out of the seven waste happen to be associated with the Precision Lab, but 
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Chapter 6: Results and Discussions 
a. Solution 1 
ProReady suggests that Siemens Precision Lab should hire a fourth employee to focus on the 
extensive amount of paperwork that goes into the process for the Precision Lab. As of now only 
two people can work on the tools while the other who is capable to contribute is mostly doing 
paperwork for their time at work. It will be easier to hire a clerk instead of a new technician so 
there wouldn’t be more time spent on training. The average lab technician at Siemens has a base 
salary of $48k - $51k. It will be a more expensive solution, but ProReady believes this will help 
speed up the process of inspection in the lab.   
b. Solution 2 
Based off observations and conversations with the employees, Siemens does not have a 
requirement to meet a certain number of tools to inspect or calibrate. ProReady would like to 
implement goals or requirements to calibrate and inspect tools that are done in the Precision Lab. 
An observation of how many parts per hour or day can be inspected and calibrated to be placed 
inside tools kits can be recorded using a productivity scoreboard. This will help improve turn 
over time while having more tools completed to be sent out. It will make the jobs of the 
Precision Lab workers in the long run easier if they can have an abundance of tools that are ready 
to be shipped. Implementing a standard can also allow employees to work on the more difficult 
tools if other tools are ready. 
Our goal will be to derive a metric that represents what the technician did for the day using a 
form created by our group called a “productivity scorecard”. Using quantitative analysis would 
allow Siemens to calculate and account for the productivity and time of an employee and gives 
the Precision Lab a goal to meet each day. On a standard work week, technicians work from 7:00 
A.M. to 6:00 P.M, and take a total of an hour break between breaks and lunch. After calculating 
breaks and lunch and removing half of an hour due to human factors such as bathroom breaks 
and travel time throughout the facility, there is actually 9.5 productivity hours. Our group has run 
a Kit Template Report for B-sets and filtered out all the tools that must be processed through the 
precision lab. On the template report, we have worked with technicians in the lab and discussed 
how long each tool would take in one of three conditions: good, decent, or bad. We can use these 
times as a basis to evaluate the productivity of the associate and can also be used to derive the 
amount of work versus the amount of staff. Once the supervisor adds up the time spent, 
according to the quantity the condition filled out on the sheet below, he/she can determine the 
how productive the associate was for a day.  The supervisor can then add up the hour logged and 
divide them by 9.5 hours for the percentage and then give out coaching’s whether positive or 
negative.  
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Figure 10: Productivity Score Card 1 
 
c. Solution 3 
Siemens in Houston has a binder system that would be beneficial if implemented into the Atlanta 
facility. This binder consists of all the kits and what tools are needed for each kit. It is easy to use 
and reduces the hassle of having to search back and forth for each tool. ProReady suggests that 
the lab works on tool by tool instead of a whole kit at a time. The Atlanta facility should inspect 
the tools as they are received. Once the tools are calibrated and inspected it should be placed on 
the shelf until it needs to be shipped out. Once orders come in, staff members may constitute the 
kits based on the binder and stage them 2 to 4 days before shipping date. This will help Siemens 
in organization and quick access to tools. There will not be any questions about inspection and 
calibration and there will be less time spent on tools if needed immediately which results in tools 
being sent out at a faster rate. In order for the binder system to work the Atlanta facility needs to 
change the layout of their lab to a similar layout of Houston’s lab. There will be an additional 
cost for shelves and bins that is out of our scope. 
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Cost of Solutions 
  Budget Actual Variance Var %  
Hiring an Employee $2,000 $52,000 $50,000  -96% 
Binder System $2,000 $50  ($1,950) 39% 
Productivity Score Card $2,000 $0 (2,000) - 
 Table 1: Budget Analysis of Solutions 
Some of the solutions we suggest has a few costs. If Siemens were to hire a new employee in the 
Precision Lab, base pay is between $48k – $52k. However, if the binder process was 
implemented to purchase a binder it would cost $30 - $50 and a facility layout cost is to be 
determined in plus. We assumed the layout cost at $2,000 which is our project cap and a 
reasonable amount for shelves and bins installation. 
Below is a weighted criteria matrix to help decide on which solution will benefit the most. In this 
matrix we have our three solutions and the prioritization criteria. The prioritization is scaled from 
six to ten, having six as the least important to ten as the most important based on what we felt 
were major criteria to meet. The value of the criteria is multiplied to the score that is given to 
solutions with the same scale. For the solutions the score is six being poor and ten being very 
good. Based off the Weighted Criteria Matrix the best solution is the implementing the binder 
system as in the Houston facility. 
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Impact on Staff 6
Staff would need to 
train a new 
employee
7 42
Not a big impact on 




process of pulling 
tools and inspection
6 36
Tool Turnover Impact 7
Adding an employee 
witll help with 
inspecting tools but 
not the organziation
9 63




It will help organize 
tools and create a 




Time to implement 8 1 - 2 Months 6 48 1- 2 Weeks 8 64 1- 2 Weeks 8 64
Cost to Implement 9 $48k - $52k salary 5 45
No additional cost is 
needed but the 
process will change 
10 90
$30 - $50 to create 
binder
9 81
Impact on Problem 10
Improve the problem 
to having more staff 
to inspect tools
7 70
Improve the problem 
of getting more tools 
inspected in a given 
time
8 80









Hire an employee 





Binder System as 
in Houston 
Score
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Chapter 7: Benefit-Cost analysis of solutions 
a. Solution 1: Hiring a 4th Employee in the Precision Lab 
This cost-benefit analysis on hiring an extra employee comes from an example that students 
attending Cornell University did while working on a report called, “Cost-Benefit” Analysis 
Applied to Personnel/Human Resource Management Decisions. In this example, students used 
a ten-step process to decide which would be the best option to consider.  
Step One: Define the Decision Issue, Relevant Stakeholders, Target Group, and Objectives. 
This step includes stating a decision issue or strategic problem. One must mention the 
importance of the issue, and how a new solution will benefit. The decision issue for this example 
is:  
"What is the best method for enhancing equipment maintenance skills among our operator work 
force?" 
Also, in this step, stakeholders must be noted. Stakeholders are people who care about or are 
affected by the potential that will be made. The stakeholders include the human resource 
program initiators, the employees affected by the decision, their supervisors, others who work 
with the employees, and possibly customers and suppliers. 
Next, you must list the Target Employee Group. This is the group that is affected by the 
potential change that would be coming. It should also include the duration of the new process. In 
this example, the target group is:  
"This program would enhance the skills of 1,000 process operators, by adding skills in 
maintenance as well as operations. These operators monitor and adjust various manufacturing 
tools and machines. They are in non-supervisory positions. These operations and maintenance 
skills remain important to job performance for five years, after which time they must be updated 
to reflect technological changes." 
Last in this step is the Broad Objectives. These are the problems the new program is supposed 
to solve. In this case, these objectives may include: 
"(1) Cost reduction through enhanced ability to switch employees between operation and 
maintenance tasks; (2) Improved quality through more complete job awareness; (3) Shorter 
machine down time." 
Step Two: Define the Decision Options 
In this step, the set of choices or “alternatives” available for addressing the issue is identified. 
They used this possible description to help form options: 
1. Activities required to develop the alternative programs. 
2. Activities involved in carrying out the ongoing program. 
3. Number of employees affected by the program in each future time period. 
4. Required off-the-job time of participants (if any). 
5. Off-site and on-site facility requirements. 
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In this example, these two alternatives were formed.  
“Option A: Use staffing to hire 200 new process operators per year over the next five years. The new 
hires would have two-year degrees or equivalent experience in skills required for maintenance (e.g., 
electronics, mechanics, etc.), in addition to the previous requirements for process operators. This option 
would involve establishing additional screening requirements, some interview training, and recruiting 
targeted to different educational institutions. Orientation activities would also be enhanced to reflect 
increased job scope including maintenance as well as operations. Program development would require 
300 hours of personnel staff. Ongoing staff requirements would include an additional 10 hours per hired 
operator, or 2,000 additional staff hours per year. Attracting highly qualified employees would require 
that new hires be paid $2/hour more than regular entering process operators (plus 50% in benefits). 
Better-selected employees would be assigned to jobs where these operations and maintenance skills 
remain important to job performance for five years, after which time they must be updated to reflect 
technological changes. " 
“Option B: Continue to hire new process operators without advanced skills but institute a training 
program for existing process operators to upgrade their skills commensurate with maintenance. This 
would involve having operators attend advanced technical training through a one-year program 
developed with a local University. The program would involve 100 hours of development activity 
requiring a personnel staff member working with the University. Three-hundred operators per year could 
be trained during the first three years, and 100 in Year four, to reach the desired total of 1,000. 
University tuition would be $1,500 per person. Classes would be half off-site during work hours. 
Approximately 10 hours per week for 40 weeks per person is required for the training. Candidates would 
volunteer for the program but would also be paid an average of $2/hour more than regular process 
operators after training. Better-trained employees would be assigned to jobs where these operations and 
maintenance skills remain important to job performance for five years, after which time they must be 
updated to reflect technological changes.” 
Step Three: List the Potential Outcomes of Each Option  
In this step, you must weigh options based on all the positive and negative outcomes. Here, you 
list as many potential consequences as you can that could impact your decision. For this 
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Outcome  Option A Option B 
Operator Reaction  Negative  Positive  
Supervisor Reaction  Positive Moderate  
Reduced Hiring  40 per year 60 per year  
Increased Product Quality 5% per year 7% per year  
Less Machine Downtime 100 hours less/year 100 hours less/year 
Maintains Promotion from 
Within 
No  Yes 
Production Speed 10% Improved  7% Improved 
Table 3: Potential Outcomes of Each Option in Example 
 
Step Four: Estimate the Total Cost of the Options 
Here, you calculate how much it will cost to implement each option you came up with. The 
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Cost of Each Option 
Cost Factor  Option A  Option B 
Development Fees (Year 1 Only) $20,000  $30,000 
Staff Program Development Time (Year 1 Only) $15,000 $5,000 
Extra Staffing Administration (5-Year Total) $250,000 None  
Recruiting/Selection Materials (5-Year Total) $50,000 None  
Increased Compensation Costs (5-Year Total) $18,720,000 $23,712,000 
Trainee Time (Assuming $10/hour pay level) None  $4,000,000 
Trainee Materials (5-Year Total) None  $25,000 
Training Tuition (5-Year Total) None  $1,500,000 
Five-Year Total Cost Estimate $19,055,000 $29,272,000 
Table 4: Cost of Each Option in Example 
 
Step Five: Calculate the Leverage (Number of Person-Years Affected) of Each Option 
In Step 5, you look at how each option will fair out in the future. In Option A, the plan was to bring in 
two-hundred new process operators per year. For Option B, the plan was to train three-hundred process 
operators in the first three years, then train one hundred in Year Four. Since there is always some sort of 
employee turnover rate at companies, an assumption was made that ten employees leave from each option 
each year. In five years, for Option A, the total person-years affected is 2,850, while for Option B, the 
total person-years affected is 3,650.  
Step Six: Compute the Total Payoff Formula for Each Option  
From the results from Step Four and Step Five, you can calculate the total payoff for each option 
based off this formula:  
Payoff A = (2,850 X Pa) - $19,055,000 
Payoff B = (3,650 X Pb) - $29,272,000 
Where:  
Pa is the unknown average increase in work force value produced by Option A per person-year, 
and Pb is the unknown average increase in work force value produced by Option B per person-
year 
Step Seven: Compute Break-Even Values for Each Option Individually  
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By dividing the cost by the leverage for each alternative, the value of the unknown payoff per 
person-year is found. These formulas, called the break-even payoff levels are listed below:  
Break-Even Payoff for Option A (Pa)= $19,055,000 / 2,850 = $6,686 per person, per year 
Break-Even Payoff for Option B (PB) = $29,272,000 / 3,650 = $8,020 per person, per year 
These results give us the increased employee quality for each Option, and it also says that the 
cost to cover the investing put into each option will be covered. These values are also cheaper 
than the cost per trainee, which is $19,055 for Option A, and $29,272 for Option B.  
Step Eight: Compute the Decision Rules for Choosing Among Options 
Here, you decide why it could be more beneficial to go with the more expensive option. A 
formula was calculated to determine this as well. The formula is the Total Payoff from Option B 
– Total Payoff from Option A. When the formula is positive, go with Option B. Otherwise, go 
with Option A.  
Payoff B – Payoff A = $29,272,000 - $19,055,000 = $10,217, 000 
This difference equals zero when: P(b) = (.78 X Pa) + $2,799 
So, Payoff B > Payoff A if: P(b) > (.78 X Pa) + $2,799 
The Decision Rules generated are:  
1. If P(a) is less than $6,686 per person-year, eliminate Option A 
2. If P(b) is less than $8,020 per person-year, eliminate Option B. 
3. If rules #1 and #2 do not eliminate either option, then 
Do Option B if: P(b) > (.78 X Pa) + $2,799 
Do Option A if: P(b) < (.78 X Pa) + $2,799 
Step Nine: Compare the List of Outcomes from Step Three to the Decision Rules and 
Break-Even Values 
Return to the list of outcomes from Step Three and evaluate whether that lists suggests an 
obviously superior choice considering the formulas above.  
Step Ten: Evaluate Whether Additional Information Would Produce Improved Decisions 
Lastly, checking to see whether more information needs to be gathered to make Step 3 more 
precise would be done here. Performing additional studies after evaluating all scenarios could 
lead one to change their minds about which option they want to use. 
Solution 1 Cost-Benefit Analysis 
Now comparing this example to our project, in this example, both options being considered 
involves bringing in new employees. In our project, it’s between bringing in a new employee, or 
keeping the same number of employees. How these two scenarios relate is if you were to come 
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up with a Potential Outcomes of Each Option List, as described in Step Three, there would be a 
huge productivity boost just from hiring a new employee in general. Looking at the other 
outcomes listed in that table, hiring an employee would also favor other outcomes such as 
positive reactions from both the supervisor and operators. This ten-step process would be a great 
way to gather important information that could lead Siemens to make a decision about hiring a 
new employee in the Precision Lab, opposed to keeping the same number of employees.  
b. Solution 2: Binder Model with Supermarket Layout 
This solution is mainly a change in the work process currently in place in the precision Lab. It 
was recommended as the best alternative because it involves the least cost to implement and the 
outcome can already be assessed by looking at the similar process in place in the Deer Park 
facility in Houston.  
As we refer to our category overview report from the process simulation with Arena on figure 7, 
it was clearly showed that within a week of activities, more than 20 kits backlogged for 
inspection in Atlanta while in Houston none was awaiting. Also, the report in figure 8 informs of 
20 kits difference as well for work in progress (WIP) at the end of the 7 days (Houston 9 kits and 
Atlanta 29 kits). 
With the same or similar process in Atlanta, the inspection average queue length at inspection for 
a kit will be 1 day in the precision lab and the inventory level for rent will increase at 20 more 
kits per week.  
The table below summarizes the approximate financial income projected with the suggested 
process.  




Avg. time for inspection/Kit 3 days 1 
Average kit Queue per week 29 kits 9 kits 
Extra Costs Associated with process labor + late assessment Facility layout and binder 
Costs $54,166/ Month $2,000 one time  
Expected extra Revenue/ Month 0 80 x Avg. Rental revenue 
Table 5: Benefit - Costs table of Solution 2: Binder/Supermarket Model 
The values for Costs and expected revenues in the table above were calculated as such: 
As shown in table 1, the average salary for a lab technician is ranged $48,000 - $52,000. We will 
use the mean in our assumptions, which is $50,000 annually or $4166 / Month. 
From a project conducted in April 2019, the costs associated to late assessment were estimated at 
$300,000 for a six months period. With a prorated calculation, we assumed a monthly cost of 
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$50,000 for tools refurbishment and replacement at Siemens’ cost when they fall behind 90 days 
of the date received. 
With the suggested process, an average of 20 kits per week would not be outside the 90 days 
window for inspection thus, 80 more kits per month will be green tagged.  
Approximated extra revenue per month in a high demand season = 80 x Avg. Rental revenue  
Rental revenue for A-set = 20,000/ Month 
Rental revenue for B-set = 7,000/ Month 
c. Solution 3: Productivity Scorecard 
To go further into a benefit analysis regarding time for the productivity scorecard, a PwC survey 
was collected from a company that remains unnamed but includes 1989 survey participants all 
over eighteen years old. The large UK brand conducted this survey to identify the actual time 
employees were being productive in an eight-hour workday.  According to the study, an 
employee is only productive for 2 hours and 53 minutes out of eight hours. During the survey the 
top ten distractions were listed and the respondents could select all answers applicable to their 
daily work routine. The distraction, percent admitting to participating, and the time spent is in the 
chart below. 
 
Distraction Percent Participating   Time Spent (minutes) 
Social Media 47% 44m 
Reading news sites 45% 65m 
Conversing 38% 40m 
Making tea/coffee/hot cocoa 31% 17m 
smoke breaks 28% 23m 
texting/ IM 27% 14m 
Eating snacks 25% 8m 
Making food in the office 24% 7m 
making calls 24% 18m 
job searching 19% 26m 
Table 6: Employee unproductivity rate from a PwC survey 
The numbers in the chart indicates this is the behavior from those who do not have a labor 
productivity factor place. Senior level executives from 150 financial institutions go on to say that 
any company or institution that is not participating is missing a huge opportunity. To relate this 
tom Siemens, because there is no productivity system it is possible that the workers are working 
36% of the time and losing 64% in other factors or distraction. The production cards should be 
emailed to the supervisor and probably takes about seven to ten minutes to fill out which is less 
than 1% of the average technician’s day. This 1% will decrease the 64% of the day where the 
associate is off task and will be able to catch up 64% more of work, making the benefit here 
time. (Garvey) 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 
The main idea of this project was to come up with a new system for tool management that can be 
incorporated in the Precision Lab. We want our project to speed up the shipping and receiving 
process to help tools get inspected faster, while making sure that everything still meets Siemens 
standards. There was no solid system in place in the Precision Lab and there was not enough 
organization. Shelves used for storage were not being utilized properly, leading to tools being 
scattered everywhere. Employees also worked on certain tools or kits when needed, supporting 
the fact that there was no type of organization involved.  
To start, we gathered as much information as possible about Siemens Atlanta and what they do. 
We got to know names and faces who showed us everything about all the processes that happen 
at this location. After we felt like we learned enough about the overall processes, we then 
buckled down on the Precision Lab. We took into consideration all the problems happening 
outside of the Precision Lab, and looked to see if any of those problems were causing anything 
inside of the Precision Lab.  
After evaluating all problems not involving the Precision Lab, we worked more with the 
employees who worked specifically inside the Precision Lab. This includes three employees, one 
who is designated to do all the computer work, while the other two are designated to work on 
repairing and replenishing tools and kits. For the employee who does all the computer work, her 
job entails processing all incoming and outgoing tools and kits. We studied everyone, and their 
jobs to the fullest extent. We asked each employee what changes they think should be made and 
we performed their jobs for a few hours to see if we can pick up on any extra waste found. We 
also received all data about tool specifics, such as how much tools go through the Precision Lab, 
and which tools are utilized the most. This data was quite beneficial in helping us determine 
which things were important enough to keep in the Precision Lab, and which things needed to 
go. After examining all possible problems inside the Precision Lab, we thought of possible 
solutions.  
• Solution 1: Hire another employee for the Precision Lab 
• Solution 2: Implement a Productivity Score Card 
• Solution 3: Implement a Binder System 
Our first solution was suggesting that Siemens Atlanta hire a fourth employee for the Precision 
Lab. We believed that there were not enough employees working on tools and kits, so having a 
third hand would be ideal, while the fourth employee does all the work on the computer. Of 
course, hiring another employee is never ideal, but in this case an extra hand would positively 
help. The second solution was to create a system, requiring tools to have a set deadline, known as 
a Productivity Score Card for them to be calibrated or inspected. As noted, there is no type of 
organization inside the Precision Lab, so giving employees a deadline to have certain tools 
calibrated or inspected would for sure help improve productivity and efficiency. This will help 
improve turnover time, while creating an abundance of more tools to be shipped. It will also free 
up time for the employees working on tools, so they can focus on fixing more difficult tools if 
need be. The third solution was implementing a binder system. This system will reduce the time 
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it takes to look for each tool. The binder will have each kit and will tell which tools go in each 
kit. It will for sure give the Precision Lab some organization and will boost overall productivity 
and efficiency. 
Based off our Weighted Criteria Matrix, the third solution was chosen as the best option. 
Implementing a binder system would be easy to implement, and would promote organization 
inside the Precision Lab. This option isn’t the cheapest but is still very cost efficient. These 
factors as well as the others listed in the Weighted Criteria Matrix, supports the fact that this is 
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Appendix C: Reflections  
 
Kadi Kone: Being able to apply all four years of learning into a single project was an immense 
challenge but the highest achievement for me is the leadership skill I developed as the Project 
Manager. Team tasks and schedule management was sometimes overwhelming, but I managed 
and stayed focus on our goals. We were part of a big company for a semester and learned a 
process that was unknown and seemingly complex. As industrial engineers, the process 
improvement side of the project was a great experience for our career. Another challenge faced 
during Data collection was the limited access to certain data to conduct more accurate and 
significant analysis (We had to rely on data from 2017 sometimes). Overall it was a pleasure 
working with Siemens because the staff and management were deeply involved in the whole 
process with assistance and setting expectations along the way. 
 
Austin Paschal: Overall, this project was definitely a great experience. It was the perfect 
challenge and I feel a lot more knowledgeable about what it’s like to be an industrial engineer. 
What I learned from working on this project at Siemens will for sure carry me a long way down 
the path of becoming a successful engineer. Everyone that I’ve encountered at Siemens was a 
great help and they really took our efforts seriously knowing that we were coming in to make a 
change for the better. I am especially thankful for my group members and glad that we all got the 
opportunity to work on such a rigorous project! 
 
Shadae Tate: This project was a great experience and challenging. I have gained knowledge as 
the process of going about correcting or improving a problem. It was a great opportunity to apply 
my knowledge of all four years of college. I feel more prepared for other experiences and 
projects in my career and how to approach it. Siemens has been a great help in providing the 
tools to conduct this project and keeping communication through this semester. It was a pleasure 
to work with this group and Siemens.  
 
Mariah Brown: It was a pleasure to do research for Siemens because it gave me a real-life 
perspective of continuous improvement and project management which are huge in Industrial 
Engineering careers. The project brought realization that a simple problem sometimes does not 
have a simple solution. A challenge faced was there was no picture-perfect way to describe the 
amount of time a specific tool takes. Not having metrics that define standard work makes finding 
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2017 Kits usage report based on shipment 




Kit Name Kit Replacement Submitted Shipped Fiscal Month Returned Fiscal Year Is Returned? 
"A" Set Supplemental Kit XXXXXXXX 4/25/17 7/14/17 10 9/30/17 2017 No 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  10/20/16 10/20/16 1 11/1/16 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  1/23/17 1/26/17 4 4/10/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  1/10/17 2/10/17 5 3/16/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  1/10/17 2/20/17 5 4/11/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  1/10/17 2/20/17 5 4/11/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  12/27/16 2/25/17 5 3/23/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  12/27/16 2/25/17 5 3/23/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  1/20/17 3/2/17 6 3/31/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  12/7/16 3/6/17 6 4/13/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  3/23/17 3/23/17 6 4/14/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  3/23/17 3/23/17 6 4/14/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  10/13/16 3/24/17 6 5/18/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  3/3/17 3/25/17 6 4/11/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  4/6/17 4/7/17 7 4/17/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  1/12/17 4/11/17 7 5/25/17 2017 Yes 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  8/1/17 9/5/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  7/26/17 9/15/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  7/26/17 9/15/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  7/17/17 9/19/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  9/15/17 9/25/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
0"-24" OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET $11,314.93  9/26/17 9/29/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
500 GPM (Direct Drive) OIL FILTRATION FLUSH KIT; Box 1- 
118"x50"x84"; Box 2- 66"x31"x46"; Box 3 -136"x48"x54" $30,552.93  3/31/17 4/10/17 7 4/28/17 2017 Yes 
500 GPM (Direct Drive) OIL FILTRATION FLUSH KIT; Box 1- 
118"x50"x84"; Box 2- 66"x31"x46"; Box 3 -136"x48"x54" $30,552.93  6/1/17 6/3/17 9 7/3/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  10/12/16 10/7/16 1 10/17/16 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  11/4/16 11/4/16 2 12/22/16 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  1/13/17 1/16/17 4 2/6/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  2/6/17 2/6/17 5 2/20/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  2/6/17 2/7/17 5 4/13/17 2017 Yes 
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8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  2/9/17 2/10/17 5 4/4/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  2/10/17 2/14/17 5 4/24/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  2/13/17 2/15/17 5 2/27/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  1/10/17 2/20/17 5 4/7/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  2/20/17 2/20/17 5 2/28/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  2/28/17 3/4/17 6 3/14/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  2/8/17 3/15/17 6 3/27/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  3/22/17 3/21/17 6 5/17/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  3/31/17 3/31/17 6 5/8/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  1/18/17 4/1/17 7 6/6/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  1/6/17 4/14/17 7 5/12/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  4/18/17 4/20/17 7 7/19/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  4/22/17 4/24/17 7 9/30/17 2017 No 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  5/7/17 5/8/17 8 6/2/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  6/2/17 6/2/17 9 6/21/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  6/14/17 6/14/17 9 6/27/17 2017 Yes 
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8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  7/5/17 7/5/17 10 7/28/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  8/1/17 9/5/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  9/1/17 9/6/17 12 9/19/17 2017 Yes 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  8/10/17 9/16/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  9/15/17 9/25/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  9/20/17 9/26/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
8-80" DIGITAL INSIDE MICROMETER SET, provides digital 
readout to .0001" or .001mm, RANGE METRIC 200mm TO 
2000mm $1,815.96  9/26/17 9/29/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
BB281 MODULAR TOOL SET $38,229.40  11/30/16 1/25/17 4 3/8/17 2017 Yes 
BB281 MODULAR TOOL SET $38,229.40  2/6/17 2/20/17 5 4/26/17 2017 Yes 
BB281 MODULAR TOOL SET $38,229.40  9/28/16 3/31/17 6 5/17/17 2017 Yes 
BB281 MODULAR TOOL SET $38,229.40  1/17/17 4/13/17 7 6/12/17 2017 Yes 
BB44 MODULAR TOOL KIT $41,455.71  8/1/17 9/6/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
BB72/6.9m2 ALUMINUM DECKING KIT ref. Dwg. SPG-100-
594,rev.01; 56" x 31" x 48", 95", x 32" x 53", and 94" x 31" x 60" $24,648.26  8/1/17 9/6/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
BB72/6.9m2 ALUMINUM DECKING KIT ref. Dwg. SPG-100-
594,rev.01; 56" x 31" x 48", 95", x 32" x 53", and 94" x 31" x 60" $24,648.26  8/1/17 9/6/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
BB81 MODULAR TOOL SET $34,392.29  1/10/17 2/21/17 5 4/10/17 2017 Yes 
BB96 MODULAR TOOL SET (21498) $48,212.37  1/18/17 3/31/17 6 6/12/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  10/3/16 10/4/16 1 11/11/16 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  10/2/16 10/25/16 1 4/3/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  10/19/16 10/28/16 1 11/14/16 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  10/11/16 11/4/16 2 12/14/16 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  11/11/16 11/11/16 2 11/18/16 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  1/3/17 1/4/17 4 1/25/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  1/11/17 2/6/17 5 4/6/17 2017 Yes 
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BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  2/7/17 2/9/17 5 3/8/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  12/16/16 2/15/17 5 6/19/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  1/12/17 2/21/17 5 3/6/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  2/6/17 2/22/17 5 4/27/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  6/3/16 2/25/17 5 6/7/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  1/31/17 3/1/17 6 5/5/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  3/6/17 3/6/17 6 3/27/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  1/17/17 3/7/17 6 6/1/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  3/6/17 3/7/17 6 3/29/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  10/13/16 3/27/17 6 5/19/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  3/29/17 3/30/17 6 4/26/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  3/29/17 3/30/17 6 4/26/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  9/28/16 3/31/17 6 6/26/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  3/2/17 4/4/17 7 5/25/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  1/17/17 4/13/17 7 6/20/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  4/12/17 4/17/17 7 5/30/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  4/13/17 4/18/17 7 7/17/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  3/3/17 4/24/17 7 5/30/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  4/25/17 4/25/17 7 5/5/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  5/2/17 5/2/17 8 6/6/17 2017 Yes 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  5/12/17 7/14/17 10 9/30/17 2017 No 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  8/15/17 8/24/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  9/8/17 9/8/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  9/18/17 9/18/17 12 9/25/17 2017 Yes 
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BOLT STRETCH MEASURING DEVICE FOR WESTINGHOUSE UNITS 
(Extensiometer) $3,009.42  9/27/17 9/28/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Butterfly Alignment Gage Kit Per SPG-100-817, Rev 0 $3,103.62  8/3/17 8/3/17 11 8/14/17 2017 Yes 
Byron Braidwood Hydraulic Rolling Pin Kit $5,157.02  1/6/17 4/14/17 7 5/12/17 2017 Yes 
Byron Braidwood Hydraulic Rolling Pin Kit $5,157.02  8/10/17 9/16/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Chatillion Push Pull Gage Kit $628.87  1/10/17 2/20/17 5 4/7/17 2017 Yes 
Chatillion Push Pull Gage Kit $628.87  3/6/17 3/14/17 6 4/10/17 2017 Yes 
Chatillion Push Pull Gage Kit $628.87  6/20/17 6/21/17 9 8/14/17 2017 Yes 
Comanche Peak Containerized Tool Kit (NEW) $530,776.74  1/9/17 3/7/17 6 5/12/17 2017 Yes 
Comanche Peak Containerized Tool Kit (NEW) $530,776.74  6/3/17 6/5/17 9 8/17/17 2017 Yes 
Comanche Peak Containerized Tool Kit (NEW) $530,776.74  9/11/17 9/23/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
CONTAINERIZED GENERATOR REWIND TOOL SET $191,244.94  10/3/16 10/24/16 1 12/5/16 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED GENERATOR REWIND TOOL SET $191,244.94  12/8/16 1/10/17 4 2/20/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED GENERATOR REWIND TOOL SET $191,244.94  12/7/16 1/10/17 4 2/17/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED GENERATOR REWIND TOOL SET $191,244.94  3/15/17 3/16/17 6 5/1/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED GENERATOR REWIND TOOL SET $191,244.94  3/31/17 4/3/17 7 6/15/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED GENERATOR REWIND TOOL SET $191,244.94  3/15/17 4/25/17 7 6/5/17 2017 Yes 
Containerized Siemens Steam Turbine Major (100K) Kit $240,085.18  1/8/17 1/10/17 4 3/2/17 2017 Yes 
Containerized Siemens Steam Turbine Major (100K) Kit $240,085.18  12/16/16 2/13/17 5 4/11/17 2017 Yes 
Containerized Siemens Steam Turbine Major (100K) Kit $240,085.18  12/16/16 2/13/17 5 6/16/17 2017 Yes 
Containerized Siemens Steam Turbine Major (100K) Kit $240,085.18  3/2/17 3/2/17 6 3/31/17 2017 Yes 
Containerized Siemens Steam Turbine Major (100K) Kit $240,085.18  12/16/16 5/10/17 8 4/11/17 2017 Yes 
Containerized Siemens Steam Turbine Major (100K) Kit $240,085.18  12/16/16 5/10/17 8 6/16/17 2017 Yes 
Containerized Siemens Steam Turbine Major (100K) Kit $240,085.18  7/30/17 8/1/17 11 9/26/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  9/12/16 10/21/16 1 4/3/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  10/28/16 10/28/16 1 9/15/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  10/14/16 11/3/16 2 11/4/16 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  10/11/16 11/4/16 2 12/15/16 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  11/4/16 11/4/16 2 1/23/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  10/14/16 11/10/16 2 2/27/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  10/14/16 11/29/16 2 2/24/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  12/16/16 1/3/17 4 4/24/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  12/13/16 1/16/17 4 4/26/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  11/30/16 1/20/17 4 3/9/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  1/23/17 1/23/17 4 3/20/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  1/20/17 1/25/17 4 3/6/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  1/6/17 1/27/17 4 3/27/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  2/6/17 2/6/17 5 3/9/17 2017 Yes 
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CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  2/6/17 2/7/17 5 4/3/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  2/15/17 2/15/17 5 5/11/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  12/20/16 2/17/17 5 4/14/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  1/22/17 2/18/17 5 6/6/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  2/6/17 2/19/17 5 4/27/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  1/10/17 2/20/17 5 4/10/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  1/12/17 2/20/17 5 5/11/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  2/24/17 2/24/17 5 6/6/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  1/29/17 2/27/17 5 4/15/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  2/27/17 2/27/17 5 3/23/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  12/7/16 2/28/17 5 4/21/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  3/1/17 3/1/17 6 8/11/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  12/16/16 3/6/17 6 6/1/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  3/6/17 3/6/17 6 4/19/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  3/23/17 3/23/17 6 4/15/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  10/13/16 3/24/17 6 5/22/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  1/18/17 3/30/17 6 7/17/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  9/28/16 3/31/17 6 6/26/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  2/24/17 4/7/17 7 6/12/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  1/11/17 4/8/17 7 6/1/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  3/15/17 4/12/17 7 5/30/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  1/17/17 4/13/17 7 6/20/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  2/23/17 4/19/17 7 6/23/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  4/17/17 4/20/17 7 6/12/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  3/14/17 4/28/17 7 6/30/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  4/19/17 5/5/17 8 9/30/17 2017 No 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  5/11/17 5/11/17 8 7/28/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  4/18/17 5/18/17 8 9/30/17 2017 No 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  5/1/17 5/30/17 8 9/30/17 2017 No 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  5/1/17 6/12/17 9 9/30/17 2017 No 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  5/25/17 8/2/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  8/15/17 8/23/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  12/7/16 8/26/17 11 4/21/17 2017 Yes 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  8/1/17 9/1/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  7/26/17 9/13/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  8/10/17 9/15/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
CONTAINERIZED TYPE "A" TOOL SET $263,061.74  8/15/17 9/26/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
CORE TIGHTENING TOOL KIT $57,550.34  12/14/16 1/20/17 4 4/7/17 2017 Yes 
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CORE TIGHTENING TOOL KIT $57,550.34  2/6/17 2/9/17 5 3/14/17 2017 Yes 
CORE TIGHTENING TOOL KIT $57,550.34  1/13/17 2/23/17 5 6/6/17 2017 Yes 
CORE TIGHTENING TOOL KIT $57,550.34  4/7/17 4/9/17 7 7/19/17 2017 Yes 
CORE TIGHTENING TOOL KIT $57,550.34  8/25/17 8/29/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
Digital Wireless Dial Indicator Kit, Starrett $7,871.50  12/16/16 2/15/17 5 3/15/17 2017 Yes 
Digital Wireless Dial Indicator Kit, Starrett $7,871.50  6/3/16 2/25/17 5 6/7/17 2017 Yes 
Digital Wireless Dial Indicator Kit, Starrett $7,871.50  2/14/17 3/15/17 6 4/24/17 2017 Yes 
Digital Wireless Dial Indicator Kit, Starrett $7,871.50  9/18/17 9/27/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  11/8/16 11/8/16 2 3/10/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  12/6/16 12/7/16 3 12/22/16 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  1/8/17 1/10/17 4 4/8/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  1/19/17 1/20/17 4 2/24/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  1/31/17 2/6/17 5 4/4/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  2/23/17 2/24/17 5 6/7/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  12/27/16 2/25/17 5 3/23/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  1/31/17 3/16/17 6 5/5/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  3/23/17 3/23/17 6 4/14/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  3/22/17 3/23/17 6 5/18/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  9/28/16 3/31/17 6 5/15/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  4/7/17 4/9/17 7 7/19/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  3/28/17 4/17/17 7 5/8/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  5/24/17 5/26/17 8 8/3/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  4/25/17 7/14/17 10 9/30/17 2017 No 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  7/26/17 9/15/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Dynamometer, Electronic 100k lbs capacity, with remote reader $8,728.24  9/14/17 9/28/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Dynamometer, FSS Pipe Spring Hanger (10 Ton) capacity, with 
remote reader (FSS Use Only) $3,646.00  9/9/16 10/4/16 1 8/16/17 2017 Yes 
Dynamometer, FSS Pipe Spring Hanger (10 Ton) capacity, with 
remote reader (FSS Use Only) $3,646.00  9/9/16 10/4/16 1 8/16/17 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  9/26/16 10/20/16 1 11/17/16 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  10/13/16 10/25/16 1 11/14/16 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  8/30/16 10/28/16 1 11/21/16 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  2/16/17 2/16/17 5 3/13/17 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  12/7/16 3/6/17 6 4/13/17 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  1/9/17 3/10/17 6 5/15/17 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  1/18/17 4/1/17 7 6/12/17 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  4/11/17 4/12/17 7 6/20/17 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  4/24/17 4/24/17 7 6/27/17 2017 Yes 
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EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  5/22/17 5/22/17 8 6/2/17 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  6/4/17 6/5/17 9 8/16/17 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  6/11/17 6/12/17 9 8/14/17 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  9/1/17 9/5/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  7/17/17 9/19/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  9/15/17 9/19/17 12 9/29/17 2017 Yes 
EDxtreme DIGITAL DYNAMOMETER, EDx20T (50,000 LBS) $6,260.04  9/11/17 9/25/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
GENERATOR REWIND TOOL SET 8 pcs. (68"x31"x49"; 
67"x31"x46"; 98"x47"x77"; 36"x30"x76"; 37"x45"x51"; 
67"x31"x46"; 48"x48"x40") $75,433.80  1/31/17 2/6/17 5 6/7/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (Intrimik) 2.8" thru 3.2" $944.22  2/6/17 2/6/17 5 7/28/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (Intrimik) 2.8" thru 3.2" $944.22  12/16/16 2/15/17 5 5/26/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (Intrimik) 2.8" thru 3.2" $944.22  5/26/17 5/26/17 8 6/20/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (Intrimik) 2.8" thru 3.2" $944.22  6/21/17 6/22/17 9 9/26/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.0" thru 2.4" $1,646.17  10/14/16 10/24/16 1 12/5/16 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.0" thru 2.4" $1,646.17  10/31/16 11/3/16 2 4/3/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.0" thru 2.4" $1,646.17  11/29/16 11/29/16 2 3/13/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.0" thru 2.4" $1,646.17  1/9/17 1/9/17 4 1/20/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.0" thru 2.4" $1,646.17  1/23/17 1/26/17 4 5/8/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.0" thru 2.4" $1,646.17  2/12/17 2/13/17 5 3/14/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.0" thru 2.4" $1,646.17  12/16/16 2/15/17 5 5/30/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.0" thru 2.4" $1,646.17  3/13/17 3/14/17 6 4/27/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.0" thru 2.4" $1,646.17  4/13/17 4/14/17 7 5/31/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.0" thru 2.4" $1,646.17  4/26/17 4/26/17 7 5/2/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.0" thru 2.4" $1,646.17  5/30/17 5/30/17 8 6/5/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.4 thru 2.8" $796.65  10/17/16 10/18/16 1 11/18/16 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.4 thru 2.8" $796.65  1/23/17 1/26/17 4 5/8/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.4 thru 2.8" $796.65  3/13/17 3/14/17 6 4/27/17 2017 Yes 
Hole Micrometer (intrimik), 2.4 thru 2.8" $796.65  8/15/17 8/24/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  9/28/16 10/3/16 1 10/17/16 2017 Yes 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  10/2/16 10/25/16 1 3/10/17 2017 Yes 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  12/16/16 2/15/17 5 6/7/17 2017 Yes 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  1/31/17 3/1/17 6 5/5/17 2017 Yes 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  3/17/17 3/20/17 6 4/11/17 2017 Yes 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  3/20/17 3/20/17 6 6/6/17 2017 Yes 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  3/21/17 3/22/17 6 4/19/17 2017 Yes 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  4/22/17 4/24/17 7 6/9/17 2017 Yes 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  3/14/17 4/28/17 7 6/30/17 2017 Yes 
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INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  7/18/17 7/19/17 10 9/30/17 2017 No 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  8/1/17 9/5/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  8/10/17 9/15/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  8/10/17 9/15/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
INSULATED TIGHT WIRE STRETCHING RIG SET $3,923.58  8/15/17 9/26/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Laser Level and Laser Distance Measurement Kit $532.89  3/18/17 3/20/17 6 5/17/17 2017 Yes 
Laser Level and Laser Distance Measurement Kit $532.89  5/1/17 5/5/17 8 6/21/17 2017 Yes 
Laser Level and Laser Distance Measurement Kit $532.89  6/28/17 8/21/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
Laser Level and Laser Distance Measurement Kit $532.89  6/28/17 8/21/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
Laser Level and Laser Distance Measurement Kit $532.89  8/15/17 8/24/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
MODULAR PRECISION TOOL KIT "A" $15,362.85  1/8/17 1/10/17 4 4/4/17 2017 Yes 
MODULAR PRECISION TOOL KIT "A" $15,362.85  1/11/17 2/6/17 5 3/29/17 2017 Yes 
MODULAR PRECISION TOOL KIT "A" $15,362.85  12/16/16 2/15/17 5 6/19/17 2017 Yes 
MODULAR PRECISION TOOL KIT "A" $15,362.85  4/11/17 4/12/17 7 5/10/17 2017 Yes 
MODULAR PRECISION TOOL KIT "A" $15,362.85  5/31/17 6/1/17 9 7/10/17 2017 Yes 
MODULAR PRECISION TOOL KIT "A" $15,362.85  9/13/17 9/13/17 12 9/18/17 2017 Yes 
MODULAR PRECISION TOOL KIT "A" $15,362.85  8/15/17 9/26/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  10/11/16 11/4/16 2 12/14/16 2017 Yes 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  11/30/16 1/28/17 4 3/8/17 2017 Yes 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  1/10/17 2/22/17 5 4/7/17 2017 Yes 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  2/6/17 2/22/17 5 4/27/17 2017 Yes 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  2/23/17 2/24/17 5 4/3/17 2017 Yes 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  10/13/16 3/29/17 6 5/19/17 2017 Yes 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  9/28/16 3/31/17 6 5/15/17 2017 Yes 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  1/18/17 4/1/17 7 6/12/17 2017 Yes 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  1/12/17 4/12/17 7 6/1/17 2017 Yes 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  3/15/17 4/13/17 7 5/30/17 2017 Yes 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  2/16/17 4/14/17 7 8/10/17 2017 Yes 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  8/10/17 9/16/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Muffler Groove Measuring Tool Kit $794.60  8/15/17 9/18/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Power Roller Laser Alignment Kit Per Dwg SE-HFSP-160 and 
SPG-100-919 $2,641.62  1/23/17 1/26/17 4 4/10/17 2017 Yes 
Power Roller Laser Alignment Kit Per Dwg SE-HFSP-160 and 
SPG-100-919 $2,641.62  1/10/17 2/22/17 5 4/11/17 2017 Yes 
Power Roller Laser Alignment Kit Per Dwg SE-HFSP-160 and 
SPG-100-919 $2,641.62  1/17/17 4/13/17 7 6/20/17 2017 Yes 
Power Roller Laser Alignment Kit Per Dwg SE-HFSP-160 and 
SPG-100-919 $2,641.62  4/13/17 4/18/17 7 6/6/17 2017 Yes 
Power Roller Laser Alignment Kit Per Dwg SE-HFSP-160 and 
SPG-100-919 $2,641.62  6/20/17 6/23/17 9 7/5/17 2017 Yes 
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Power Roller Laser Alignment Kit Per Dwg SE-HFSP-160 and 
SPG-100-919 $2,641.62  9/1/17 9/1/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  10/3/16 10/6/16 1 11/16/16 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  10/3/16 10/6/16 1 11/16/16 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  10/4/16 10/27/16 1 12/2/16 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  10/4/16 10/27/16 1 12/2/16 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  11/11/16 11/11/16 2 11/22/16 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  10/25/16 11/14/16 2 12/19/16 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  10/25/16 11/14/16 2 12/19/16 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  12/14/16 12/15/16 3 12/22/16 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  12/9/16 1/3/17 4 2/10/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  12/9/16 1/3/17 4 2/10/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  12/20/16 1/13/17 4 5/26/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  12/20/16 1/13/17 4 5/26/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  12/14/16 1/20/17 4 4/7/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  12/14/16 1/20/17 4 4/7/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  1/30/17 1/31/17 4 2/24/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  2/6/17 2/9/17 5 3/14/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  2/6/17 2/9/17 5 3/14/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  2/6/17 2/13/17 5 6/7/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  2/6/17 2/13/17 5 6/7/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  2/6/17 2/13/17 5 6/7/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  2/13/17 2/22/17 5 3/22/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  1/13/17 2/23/17 5 6/2/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  1/13/17 2/23/17 5 6/2/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  3/6/17 3/8/17 6 3/27/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  3/3/17 3/13/17 6 4/27/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  3/6/17 3/14/17 6 4/10/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  3/22/17 3/29/17 6 5/17/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  3/23/17 4/17/17 7 9/6/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  4/12/17 4/18/17 7 5/2/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  4/26/17 4/28/17 7 5/17/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  5/4/17 5/5/17 8 5/24/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  5/10/17 5/16/17 8 8/14/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  5/19/17 5/22/17 8 7/5/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  5/19/17 5/22/17 8 7/5/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  5/19/17 5/22/17 8 7/5/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  5/22/17 5/22/17 8 6/21/17 2017 Yes 
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PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  5/9/17 6/1/17 9 7/3/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  5/9/17 6/1/17 9 7/3/17 2017 Yes 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  6/14/17 6/29/17 9 9/30/17 2017 No 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  6/14/17 6/29/17 9 9/30/17 2017 No 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  6/14/17 6/29/17 9 9/30/17 2017 No 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  6/19/17 7/14/17 10 9/30/17 2017 No 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  6/19/17 7/14/17 10 9/30/17 2017 No 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  8/25/17 8/29/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  8/25/17 8/29/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  8/29/17 8/31/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  8/29/17 8/31/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  9/13/17 9/20/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
PSDS DEPTH GAUGE $847.45  9/22/17 9/25/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Radial and Axial Charting Kit $11,624.39  11/30/16 1/28/17 4 3/8/17 2017 Yes 
Radial and Axial Charting Kit $11,624.39  11/30/16 1/28/17 4 3/8/17 2017 Yes 
Radial and Axial Charting Kit $11,624.39  11/30/16 1/28/17 4 3/9/17 2017 Yes 
Radial and Axial Charting Kit $11,624.39  12/20/16 2/17/17 5 4/14/17 2017 Yes 
Radial and Axial Charting Kit $11,624.39  1/10/17 2/20/17 5 4/11/17 2017 Yes 
Radial and Axial Charting Kit $11,624.39  2/6/17 2/22/17 5 4/27/17 2017 Yes 
Radial and Axial Charting Kit $11,624.39  1/18/17 4/1/17 7 6/12/17 2017 Yes 
Radial and Axial Charting Kit $11,624.39  1/17/17 4/13/17 7 6/20/17 2017 Yes 
Radial and Axial Charting Kit $11,624.39  1/17/17 4/13/17 7 6/20/17 2017 Yes 
Radial and Axial Charting Kit $11,624.39  8/1/17 9/6/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
RETROFIT TOOL KIT $56,643.74  11/8/16 11/15/16 2 3/8/17 2017 Yes 
RETROFIT TOOL KIT $56,643.74  12/7/16 1/25/17 4 3/8/17 2017 Yes 
RETROFIT TOOL KIT $56,643.74  2/23/17 2/24/17 5 3/29/17 2017 Yes 
RETROFIT TOOL KIT $56,643.74  2/24/17 3/1/17 6 5/30/17 2017 Yes 
RETROFIT TOOL KIT $56,643.74  2/9/17 3/31/17 6 5/31/17 2017 Yes 
RETROFIT TOOL KIT $56,643.74  5/8/17 5/12/17 8 6/7/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  9/27/16 10/14/16 1 10/20/16 2017 Yes 
Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  9/26/16 10/20/16 1 11/17/16 2017 Yes 
Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  10/7/16 10/31/16 1 11/18/16 2017 Yes 
Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  1/8/17 1/10/17 4 4/13/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  1/11/17 2/6/17 5 3/29/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  12/16/16 2/14/17 5 6/7/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  6/3/16 2/25/17 5 6/8/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  1/31/17 3/1/17 6 5/5/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  1/20/17 3/2/17 6 3/31/17 2017 Yes 
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Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  3/3/17 3/25/17 6 4/11/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  2/26/17 4/14/17 7 6/2/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  3/3/17 4/24/17 7 5/30/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens Basic Tool (50K) Kit $93,679.06  5/18/17 5/22/17 8 6/21/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens ST Bump Check Tool Kit (25K Hour) $73,792.20  9/27/16 10/14/16 1 10/20/16 2017 Yes 
Siemens ST Bump Check Tool Kit (25K Hour) $73,792.20  9/26/16 10/20/16 1 11/17/16 2017 Yes 
Siemens ST Bump Check Tool Kit (25K Hour) $73,792.20  1/8/17 1/10/17 4 4/13/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens ST Bump Check Tool Kit (25K Hour) $73,792.20  1/11/17 2/6/17 5 3/29/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens ST Bump Check Tool Kit (25K Hour) $73,792.20  12/16/16 2/14/17 5 6/12/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens ST Bump Check Tool Kit (25K Hour) $73,792.20  1/31/17 3/1/17 6 5/5/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens ST Bump Check Tool Kit (25K Hour) $73,792.20  1/20/17 3/2/17 6 3/31/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens ST Bump Check Tool Kit (25K Hour) $73,792.20  2/23/17 3/25/17 6 4/11/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens ST Bump Check Tool Kit (25K Hour) $73,792.20  2/26/17 4/14/17 7 6/2/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens ST Bump Check Tool Kit (25K Hour) $73,792.20  3/3/17 4/24/17 7 5/30/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens ST Bump Check Tool Kit (25K Hour) $73,792.20  9/15/17 9/19/17 12 9/29/17 2017 Yes 
Siemens ST Bump Check Tool Kit (25K Hour) $73,792.20  9/18/17 9/27/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Siemens ST Supplemental Bump Kit (25K Hour) $47,575.51  6/3/16 2/25/17 5 6/7/17 2017 Yes 
Snap-On FME Tool Kit $52,899.14  2/10/17 2/14/17 5 3/6/17 2017 Yes 
Snap-On FME Tool Kit $52,899.14  3/6/17 3/6/17 6 4/7/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  10/6/16 10/6/16 1 10/31/16 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  10/12/16 10/7/16 1 10/17/16 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  9/27/16 10/14/16 1 10/20/16 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  9/26/16 10/20/16 1 11/17/16 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  10/2/16 10/25/16 1 4/4/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  10/25/16 10/26/16 1 11/22/16 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  10/27/16 10/28/16 1 11/25/16 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  10/3/16 10/28/16 1 11/22/16 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  10/28/16 10/28/16 1 9/14/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  10/29/16 10/29/16 1 12/5/16 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  10/7/16 10/31/16 1 11/18/16 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  11/7/16 11/8/16 2 12/5/16 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  10/26/16 11/18/16 2 12/29/16 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  10/27/16 12/5/16 3 12/20/16 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  1/8/17 1/10/17 4 3/24/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  1/9/17 1/10/17 4 1/20/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  1/13/17 1/16/17 4 2/3/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  1/13/17 1/16/17 4 2/6/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  1/20/17 1/20/17 4 3/28/17 2017 Yes 
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SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  1/6/17 1/27/17 4 3/29/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  11/30/16 1/28/17 4 3/6/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  1/11/17 2/6/17 5 3/29/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  2/6/17 2/6/17 5 2/20/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  2/6/17 2/7/17 5 3/29/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  12/16/16 2/14/17 5 6/19/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  2/15/17 2/15/17 5 5/11/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  12/20/16 2/17/17 5 4/10/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  2/15/17 2/17/17 5 4/4/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  2/6/17 2/20/17 5 4/25/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  2/6/17 2/20/17 5 4/25/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  2/20/17 2/20/17 5 2/28/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  1/10/17 2/24/17 5 4/7/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  1/10/17 3/3/17 6 4/7/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  3/6/17 3/7/17 6 6/8/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  3/9/17 3/13/17 6 3/20/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  12/29/16 3/15/17 6 4/5/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  1/20/17 3/15/17 6 6/27/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  10/13/16 3/27/17 6 5/19/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  3/9/17 3/31/17 6 4/5/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  4/4/17 4/6/17 7 6/5/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  4/3/17 4/7/17 7 4/24/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  4/11/17 4/12/17 7 6/21/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  3/29/17 4/13/17 7 4/25/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  2/26/17 4/14/17 7 6/2/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  3/31/17 4/28/17 7 5/26/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  4/5/17 5/2/17 8 5/15/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  5/3/17 5/8/17 8 6/30/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  5/1/17 5/10/17 8 6/16/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  5/11/17 5/11/17 8 7/28/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  5/12/17 5/13/17 8 5/25/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  6/8/17 6/9/17 9 6/22/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  6/12/17 6/16/17 9 7/7/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  6/15/17 6/16/17 9 9/26/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  4/21/17 7/13/17 10 9/30/17 2017 No 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  7/16/17 7/17/17 10 9/30/17 2017 No 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  7/25/17 7/25/17 10 9/8/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  7/31/17 7/31/17 10 8/17/17 2017 Yes 
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SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  5/25/17 8/2/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  8/15/17 8/24/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  8/23/17 8/24/17 11 9/30/17 2017 No 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  9/6/17 9/7/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  9/13/17 9/13/17 12 9/18/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  8/10/17 9/15/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  9/15/17 9/19/17 12 9/29/17 2017 Yes 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  9/21/17 9/25/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  8/15/17 9/26/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
SUPPLEMENTAL METRIC TOOL SET $32,562.97  9/27/17 9/29/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  10/3/16 10/3/16 1 11/10/16 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  10/8/16 10/8/16 1 11/14/16 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  11/17/16 11/16/16 2 12/14/16 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  1/20/17 1/20/17 4 3/8/17 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  2/10/17 2/14/17 5 3/14/17 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  12/2/16 2/20/17 5 3/2/17 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  1/10/17 2/20/17 5 4/7/17 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  2/6/17 2/22/17 5 4/27/17 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  1/3/17 3/10/17 6 5/26/17 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  3/17/17 3/17/17 6 4/11/17 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  1/12/17 4/12/17 7 6/1/17 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  1/17/17 4/13/17 7 6/20/17 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  4/24/17 4/25/17 7 6/12/17 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  4/14/17 4/28/17 7 5/19/17 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  6/6/17 6/26/17 9 8/2/17 2017 Yes 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  8/10/17 9/16/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  8/15/17 9/18/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
TESA TURBINE CYLINDER GAUGE $6,482.94  9/28/17 9/30/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  9/28/16 10/3/16 1 10/17/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  10/6/16 10/6/16 1 10/31/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  10/12/16 10/7/16 1 10/17/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  9/16/16 10/8/16 1 11/21/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  10/4/16 10/10/16 1 10/18/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  10/13/16 10/25/16 1 11/14/16 2017 Yes 
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Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  8/30/16 10/28/16 1 11/21/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  9/28/16 10/28/16 1 11/14/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  10/3/16 10/28/16 1 12/22/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  10/25/16 11/1/16 2 12/2/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  10/25/16 11/8/16 2 11/23/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  11/10/16 11/14/16 2 11/21/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  10/26/16 11/18/16 2 12/29/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  11/17/16 11/18/16 2 5/11/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  11/21/16 11/23/16 2 12/22/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  11/19/16 11/28/16 2 4/4/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  11/29/16 11/30/16 2 12/15/16 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  1/3/17 1/4/17 4 1/25/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  12/28/16 1/6/17 4 1/24/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  1/9/17 1/10/17 4 1/20/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  1/13/17 1/16/17 4 2/6/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  1/20/17 1/20/17 4 3/28/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  1/25/17 2/6/17 5 3/13/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  2/6/17 2/6/17 5 2/20/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  2/13/17 2/15/17 5 3/8/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  2/13/17 2/16/17 5 2/23/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  2/15/17 2/17/17 5 4/4/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  11/30/16 2/20/17 5 4/6/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  2/20/17 2/20/17 5 2/28/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  2/24/17 2/25/17 5 3/2/17 2017 Yes 
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Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  11/30/16 2/27/17 5 6/8/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  2/23/17 3/2/17 6 3/31/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  2/28/17 3/4/17 6 3/14/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  3/14/17 3/11/17 6 9/30/17 2017 No 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  2/13/17 3/13/17 6 4/4/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  12/29/16 3/15/17 6 4/5/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  2/8/17 3/15/17 6 3/27/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  3/10/17 3/21/17 6 4/11/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  3/22/17 3/23/17 6 4/4/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  3/29/17 4/1/17 7 4/13/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  3/30/17 4/1/17 7 4/24/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  2/28/17 4/4/17 7 6/1/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  4/6/17 4/6/17 7 5/22/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  4/3/17 4/7/17 7 4/24/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  4/4/17 4/10/17 7 5/25/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  4/11/17 4/12/17 7 6/21/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  3/29/17 4/13/17 7 4/25/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  3/28/17 4/17/17 7 5/8/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  3/27/17 4/18/17 7 5/2/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  4/14/17 4/19/17 7 5/8/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  4/21/17 4/21/17 7 5/5/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  4/19/17 4/27/17 7 6/2/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  3/31/17 4/28/17 7 5/26/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  5/1/17 5/10/17 8 6/16/17 2017 Yes 
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Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  5/10/17 5/12/17 8 5/23/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  5/12/17 5/13/17 8 5/25/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  4/27/17 5/18/17 8 6/2/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  5/3/17 5/19/17 8 9/30/17 2017 No 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  6/5/17 6/5/17 9 6/14/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  6/8/17 6/9/17 9 6/22/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  6/9/17 6/10/17 9 6/26/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  6/15/17 6/16/17 9 9/5/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  6/13/17 6/23/17 9 7/21/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  4/25/17 7/14/17 10 9/30/17 2017 No 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  7/13/17 7/14/17 10 7/27/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  7/19/17 7/21/17 10 8/16/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  7/28/17 7/28/17 10 9/8/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  7/31/17 7/31/17 10 8/17/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  8/22/17 8/24/17 11 9/5/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  8/28/17 8/29/17 11 9/1/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  9/6/17 9/8/17 12 9/23/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  9/12/17 9/14/17 12 9/25/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  9/15/17 9/19/17 12 9/29/17 2017 Yes 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  9/21/17 9/25/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  9/18/17 9/27/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  9/14/17 9/28/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Tool Set, Type "B". Modular Box 1 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs Box 
2 of 2 100x48x78 4995lbs $86,592.22  9/27/17 9/29/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Type "A" Modular Tool Set $174,636.05  3/9/17 3/30/17 6 7/17/17 2017 Yes 
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Type "A" Modular Tool Set $174,636.05  4/7/17 4/9/17 7 7/19/17 2017 Yes 
Type "A" Modular Tool Set $174,636.05  9/1/17 9/5/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
Type "A" Modular Tool Set $174,636.05  9/12/17 9/16/17 12 9/30/17 2017 No 
